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INTRODUCTION

This master thesis is a result of the individual research in the 

Graduation studio Norway. The main goal of the studio was 

to explore sustainability and national identity in architecture 

which would be expressed through the design of a new Dutch 

embassy in Oslo.

The embassy is a diplomatic building and a physical manifestation 

of the Netherlands in a hosting country. It represents the sending 

country abroad and forms a certain image of the Netherlands 

for the locals. Therefore a proper expression of the national 

identity and creation of a positive image of the sending country 

is crucial for the embassy building. This aim formes a perfect 

subject for the research and design in the graduation studio.

Due to the high security requirements of the embassy it 

often provides the wrong impression of closed or fortress-like 

institution which is not open to public communications.

The modernization of diplomacy and the desire to promote 

relationship between countries and be visible as the Netherlands 

intends to change the image of the embassy. The Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs wants to move away from the traditional image 

of an embassy as a building with a flag and mission staff.1  New 

intentions are to create an embassy that will be more appealing 

to the public forming interaction with the city fabric. 

Based on these focus points following research question was 

developed:

How to create a diplomatic building that is accessible and open to 

the public and express the national identity through architecture?  

Sub questions:

1. How to integrate a diplomatic building into the network of existing 

public spaces? 

2. How to implement a new design with respectful integration to the 

context?

1. “Reforming diplomacy: clear choices, new emphases”. Government of the 
Netherlands. Accessed May 14, 2015.
http://www.government.nl/ministries/bz/about-the-ministry/mis-
sions-abroad/reforming-diplomacy-clear-choices-new-emphases
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Reformation of diplomacy and changing the image of the 

diplomatic buildings has been actively researched in the past 

few years. As a result there were published many articles and 

books about new diplomacy and ways to embody it. Recently 

built embassies, such as Dutch embassy in Berlin by OMA or 

the House of Sweden in Washington by Gert Wingårdh, show 

the real interest in implementation of theoretical ideas on 

modernization. This thesis contributes to the investigation 

of the new form of diplomatic buildings and the creation of a 

positive image of the nation abroad.

This master thesis consists from two parts – theoretical 

background and the practical part Designing the embassy. The 

theoretical part shows the typology and structure of diplomatic 

buildings, how they deal with the surroundings and public 

spaces and how the national identity can be expressed through 

the architecture. Multiple scientific articles and books, together 

with case studies, were used to provide a solid theoretical base 

for the research.

The practical part of the thesis will explain relations between 

the Netherlands and Norway and the condition of the existing 

embassy. Furthermore the concept and elaboration of the 

design will be explained with the visualisation through schemes, 

drawings, renders and details.
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

      1. DIPLOMATIC MISSION

      2. INTERACTION WITH THE CONTEXT
        

      3. IDENTITY
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Figure 1
Ancient Greek phylosophers

DIPLOMACY AND DIPLOMATIC MISSION

Diplomacy in the traditional meaning is the conduct of the 

relations of one state with another by peaceful means in politics, 

economics, culture and human rights.2

The formation of the modern institute of permanent diplomatic 

missions took place over a long period of historic development 

of international relations that started during the formation of 

the states.

The establishment of diplomatic relations and diplomatic 

missions promotes the relationship between countries. It 

also promotes its diplomatic recognition in the international 

community.3

The diplomatic facilities like embassies and consulates are the 

centres of political influence of representative countries in the 

development of international relations, representation of the 

national culture.4

The functions of a diplomatic mission include: 

representative function (on behalf of the sending State); 

DIPLOMATIC MISSION

protection of the interests of the sending state and its citizens; 

negotiating with the Government of the receiving State; 

development of friendly relations between the sending State 

and the receiving State; 

consular functions; 

informing own government about the condition of the receiving 

state;

promoting the national culture. 5

All diplomatic missions can be divided into three main groups: 

embassies, permanent missions and consulates. The embassy 

has the main diplomatic mission and can be established 

only in the capital of the country. The embassy is a physical 

2. Dictionary. Accessed May 20, 2015. 
    http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/diplomacy
3. Razin A.D. Architecture of buildings and facilities of Diplomatic       
   missions. (Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia: Izdatelstvo, 2011), 41.
4. Razin, Architecture of buildings and facilities, 42.
5. Ibid., 60.
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Figure 2
Embassy zone of Oslo

manifestation of the relationship between two countries. It is a 

diplomatic building that besides all working functions includes 

the residence of an ambassador - the head of mission and a 

high ranking diplomat who is sent to the hosting country and 

acts in the name of the country. Main areas of activities of the 

embassy and consulates are: political affairs, economic affairs, 

development cooperation, consular affairs, press and cultural 

affairs.6

POSITION OF THE EMBASSY

The location in the city is an important factor for the diplomatic 

mission. Usually a capital has an established diplomatic zone 

where most of the embassies are located. Very often those are 

residential areas of the higher class with large mansions for 

private use. These areas are located close to the governmental 

centre of the city and provide accessibility to the main 

government buildings, residence of the head of the state and 

to the important transport facilities of the city.7 This is also 

essential to position diplomatic buildings in the same area 

due to the security reasons and from the point of cooperation 

between embassies.

Historically embassies were often placed in the existing buildings 

6. “Diplomatic missions of the Kingdom of the Netherlands abroad”.            
     Government of the Netherlands. Accessed May 20, 2015. 
http://www.government.nl/issues/embassies-consulates-and-other-
representations/missions-of-the-kingdom-of-the-netherlands-abroad
7. Razin A.D. Architecture of buildings and facilities of Diplomatic       
   missions. (Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia: Izdatelstvo, 2011), 86.
8. Razin, Architecture of buildings and facilities, 97.

– big residential houses. Specific architectural planning of these 

mansions with large adjacent fenced area promoted the usage 

of these buildings for diplomatic purposes.8

Besides the diplomatic functions these former residential 

buildings were perfectly suitable for the residential purposes 

of the ambassador and their rich embellished interiors served 

the best spaces for the official meeting and receptions. These 

examples can be found all over the world. 

Nowadays, with the development and modernization of the 

diplomacy, the tendencies change towards different organization 

of embassy complexes.
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IMMUNITY AND SECURITY ISSUES

The Embassy and the ambassador have a diplomatic status in 

the hosting country and are granted with different privileges 

and immunities. 

According to the Vienna Convention from 1961 there are two 

categories for the diplomatic immunities and privileges:

1.  diplomatic mission 

2. personal immunities and privileges of members of diplomatic 

staff and their families. 9

The hosting country ensures the immunity for diplomatic 

missions by providing adequate and necessary protection of the 

premises. The territory must be prevented of authorities entering 

without permission of the head of the mission. Authorities are 

officials of the hosting country granted to commit enforcement 

action such as police, fire department or court representatives 

etc.. 10

The main criterion in arranging diplomatic buildings is to 

assure safe and secured conditions for diplomats and their 

activities; another criteria is creating the respected image of the 

representative country.

During the talk in the Netherlands embassy in Oslo it became 

clear that the plot where the embassy is located is usually 

9. Ibid., 53.
10. Ibid., 54.
11. Ibid., 65.

rented by the representative country but belongs to the hosting 

country; the building and the territory itself is a property of the 

embassy. On the territory of the embassy and inside the building 

the law of the representative country takes the action. When the 

embassy occupies a part of the building (several floors) only that 

part is the area of the representative country and its laws do not 

spread outside the rest of the building.

Specific features of arechitectural formation for diplomatic 

facilities are determined primarily by the legal status of these 

institutions. Diplomatic buildings are highly secured institutions 

Due to its purpose and function. They are often act and 

perceived as an isolated island or foreign object in the hosting 

country. 

PUBLIC ACTIVITIES OF THE EMBASSY

The main function of the embassy is to represent the country of 

origin abroad and promote friendly relationships with the hosting 

country. Diplomatic receptions are a big part of the international 

relationships and are often hosted by the diplomatic missions. 

These receptions contribute to establish, maintain and develop 

contacts with the government of the hosting country.

A diplomatic reception is one of the generally accepted and 

common form of international activities of governments, 

departments of foreign affairs, diplomatic representatives and 

diplomats. Receptions are held both in commemoration of 

important events and as everyday activities of the Ministries of 

Foreign Affairs and embassies.

In these methods, foreign diplomats explain policies of their 

countries, gather information on the host country and exchange 

views on important international issues. Therefore, any 

diplomatic reception is of great political importance for those 

who are serving it and to the guests.11

The ambassador prefers to organize receptions at his residence 

or at the embassy. Due to the legal status of the ambassador’s 

residence and the embassy the guests of the ambassador find 

themselves on the territory of the country represented by the 

ambassador.12

Besides the political receptions embassies provide their rooms 

and halls for events and presentations of business companies 

12. Ibid., 68.

which contribute to the promoting economical relations between 

countries. Representation spaces are used on the weekly basis 

and play a big role in everyday activities of the embassy.

Therefore the embassy combines itself into two opposite 

functions - representative that involve visits of different type of 

public and the highly secured functions where diplomats work 

or live. Due to its public activities embassy can be called a public 

building to some extent where the adequate access should be 

provided.
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Figure 3
American embassy in Oslo

INTERACTION WITH THE CONTEXT

PUBLIC SPACES AND MODERNISATION OF DIPLOMACY

Embassies are often surrounded by thick wall or high fence 

which blocks the building from the surroundings. There is 

no easy access to the building or clear view on the inside of 

the working areas. Before entering the building one has to 

go through different levels of security checks. This level of 

enclosure creates an image of a fortress or a prison and usually 

is repulsive for the locals.13

The modernization of the diplomacy proposes the creation of 

more open diplomatic structures which are integrated into the 

urban structure and surrounding public spaces. The purpose 

of modernization is to create a better image of the embassy in 

the hosting country. The integration of the diplomatic building 

into the context of the hosting country is an important aspect 

in order to make the building more attractive for locals and 

foreigners.

The demand of a high level of the security makes it challenging 

to involve open public areas into the embassy.

For the purpose of security and protection different measures 

of protection can be considered as for instance used in other 

types of the buildings such as airports or museums. These 

buildings act as public spaces though having highly secured 

parts that are hidden from the view of the visitors.

The embassy will always maintain secured areas at the same 

time it can contain open parts for the public where visitors 

will feel welcome and invited. The inviting atmosphere should 

appeal to everybody not depending on the origin of citizenship 

or their purpose. 

The embassy should be a place of interaction, cooperation 

and engagement between two countries and two cultures. 

Both citizens and visitors should be able to enter without 

much intervention and be able to interface easily with the 

13. Townsend, Jake. “A Machine for Diplomacy: Diplomatic Architecture 
     in a Polarized World”. The world post. Accessed June 12, 2015. 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jake-townsend/us-embassies_b_1934207.
html?
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Figure 4
Swedish embassy in Washington DC

Figure 5
Swedish embassy in Washington DC

Interior

representatives of the country.

This approach has a potential to create a perfect balance 

between public and private within such a complicated structure 

as diplomatic building.14

The integration of the embassy into the surroundings and 

revealing its public parts to the outside will help to avoid the 

wrong perception of the diplomatic building as an “export” and 

help to gain the hosts’ approval for the foreigners’ presence.15

HOUSE OF SWEDEN

One of the examples of the new approach to diplomatic 

architecture is the recently constructed House of Sweden – 

Sweden embassy in Washington, DC by Swedish architect Gert 

Wingårdh opened in 2006. The concept was to emphasize 

openness and exchange and represent the new diplomacy 

more open and transparent than before. The large glass façade 

and visitor-friendly environment of the embassy contributes to 

these ideas. 

Different public spaces were integrated within the building 

in order to create more public diplomatic building. As a 

consequence of its design, various amount of public events 

occur in the building and it truly became the centre of attraction.  

During the first year it served around 50 000 visitors and hosted 

20 exhibitions, 15 stage performances, more than 60 lectures 

and 60 large receptions. The pop music events were organized 

on the roof stage of the building which created enormous lines 

of young people and therefore drew much attention to the 

“highly visible platform of the country”.16

The vast public areas of the embassy are filled with unique 

multimedia exhibition models which allow visitors to learn more 

about the diplomacy and interact with it.

The public areas of the embassy are always open for public 

and various exhibitions and events take place constantly. This 

openness to the hosting country promotes the positive image 

of the representative country, brings the attention of the visitors 

and develops friendly relationship between the countries.

14. Townsend, Jake. “A Machine for Diplomacy: Diplomatic Architecture 
     in a Polarized World”. 
15. “ARCHITECTURE DIPLOMACY- undervalued dimension of branding?”.      
       Public and cultural diplomacy 3. Accessed June 22, 2015. 
https://publicandculturaldiplomacy3.wordpress.com/2012/03/18/
architecture-diplomacy-undervalued-dimension-of-branding/
16. Pamment, James.New Public diplomacy in 21st century. 
      (Oxon: Routledge, 2013), 113-14.
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Figure 6

REGIONALISM AND GENIUS LOCI*

The big importance for the embassy is to be accepted by the 

locals and show the respect to the hosting country. The main 

role of the diplomacy is to promote and maintain friendly 

relationship between two countries. The embassy building is 

the main conductor here and therefore, the integration of the 

embassy into the urban tissue and the atmosphere of the city is 

a determinative factor in reaching these goals. 

The concept of Regionalism that was researched during the 

M3 project provides the directions and suggestions for the 

adequate and respectful integration of the new architecture 

into the context.

The main aspects of the concept are careful consideration of 

the context, the culture of the country and its traditions, social 

norms, building methods and the climate of the country. It 

promotes the connection of the architecture with the regional 

culture and preserves the unique atmosphere of Genius loci. 

Every place has its own identity or character, it expresses 

different range of emotions as positive as negative and it has a 

big influence on our perception and experience of being in this 

place. Therefore it is important to not destroy it but maintain 

and enhance with the new interventions.

The principle of Regionalism is to build in the harmony with 

existing forms and surroundings by analyzing existing buildings 

* Excerpt from M3 research “SUSTAINABILITY IN THE CONCEPT OF 
REGIONALISM AND ITS AESTHETICAL VALUE”
by Anna Igumnova

– scale, facades, open spaces, spatial organization and 

circulation. It is important to not fall into simple replication of 

the traditional architecture but adjust and interpretate it to the 

modern requirements.

In the modern architecture modern technologies are often used 

in an inappropriate way and do not reflect the characteristics 

of the region. The interaction between the building and its 

environment is carried out through their envelope, which acts 

as a conductor between inside and outside climate. Modern 

technologies create artificial climates inside the buildings 

which breaks the connection between the building and the 

environment. Regionalistic architecture bases on the natural 

aspects of the region, such as sun light wind, benefits from the 

cooperation. This leads to the respectful integration of the new 

object into the context and sustainable designs. 
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Figure 7
Embassy buildings in Oslo

IDENTITY

NATIONAL IDENTITY IN DIPLOMATIC BUILDINGS

The embassy building functions not just as a conductor of 

diplomatic and business relationships between two countries or 

represents one country inside the borders of another, but this 

building represents the national idea and identity of the country 

of origin.

Embassies are often located it the buildings which previously 

had other purposes such as former residence buildings which 

leads to equalization of the image of different countries. 

Therefore new purpose-built diplomatic structures should give 

more attention to the expression of the image and national idea 

of the country it is built for. “The building should symbolize and 

function as the country wishes to function. If the country sees 

itself as being transparent, democratic, powerful – so too should 

be the embassy.”17

An embassy is established as a business card for a country’s 

architecture and diplomacy. In  1996 Simon Anholt developed 

a term “Nation brand” as a way to measure nations reputation 

abroad and the popularity of the country. “The way a country 

is perceived by international public opinion makes a critical 

difference to the success of its business, trade and tourism 

efforts, as well as its diplomatic and cultural relations with other 

countries.”18

In this case the embassy is the product of the country that 

provides a certain message (nation brand) to the public about 

how the country should be perceived. The new embassies are 

filled with symbolic values, they want to be national, to belong to 

the culture and express it.19

17. Townsend, Jake. “A Machine for Diplomacy: Diplomatic Architecture 
     in a Polarized World”. The world post. Accessed June 12, 2015. 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jake-townsend/us-embassies_b_1934207.
html?
18. Anholt, Simon. “The Anholt-GfK Roper Nation Brands Index™”. Simon         
      Anholt. Accessed June 25, 2015. 
http://www.simonanholt.com/Research/research-the-anholt-gfk-roper-
nation-brands-index-sm.aspx
19. Alessi, Alberto. “Building Identity?”. In Architecture and identity, ed.Peter 
Herrle, Erik Wegerhoff.(NJ: Transaction Publishers, 2008), 371.
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For instance, in the House of Sweden Brand Sweden is expressed 

to the big extend through the materials and textures that embody 

symbolic values and aesthetic associations with the country. The 

blond wood, stone and glass structures together with the simple 

strong shape emphasize the belonging to the Scandinavian 

country. The Scandinavian aesthetic of simplicity and elegance 

was embodied through the simple shapes of the embassy and 

the Swedish practicality and flexibility through many conference 

rooms that can be used for different purposes.20

The architecture of diplomacy should be time sensitive, should 

aesthetically represent the times in which it is built and respond 

to the changes in international relations and global political 

situation. 

20. Pamment, James.New Public diplomacy in 21st century. 
      (Oxon: Routledge, 2013), 117.

Figure 8
Swedish embassy in Washington DC

Figure 9
Swedish embassy in Washington DC

Interior
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Figure 10
Dutch gift

DUTCH IDENTITY (GIFT)

The research of the unique Dutch identity was the starting 

research point in the M3 phase of this project. Due to the fact 

that the Dutch embassy is a representation of the country it 

should express the national identity and create an adequate 

image of the country. Therefore it was crucial to make a research 

of this subject in the first instance.

The research was made through the design of the Dutch 

souvenir that would express the main aspects of the national 

identity. 

Dutch identity is a complicated subject and there are many 

aspects in which it can be expressed and perceived. Different 

people see dutch identity in their own way but there were 

established several main aspects that appeal to the world as 

dutch features. Those are: transparency, openness, willing of 

communication, curiosity and practical part of dutch characters.

The gift is a box for spices with a characteristic shape of typical 

Amsterdam Canal Houses which brings the symbolic meaning 

to the gift.

Three sliding layers of the souvenir represent curiosity of Dutch 

people where each of the layers has a function, reflecting to 

the Dutch feature of being practical. The core of the souvenir 

is a spice box, comprising typical Dutch spices imported by 

the famous trading company VOC, forming a strong link to the 

history of the country. 

The middle layer is a representation of Dutch openness and 

transparency of their lives. Resembling wide uncurtained 

windows through which life of real Dutch people is visible the 

middle layer partly functions as a picture frame to expose the 

life moments of the users life. This framing was inspired by  an 

abstract work of the famous Dutch painter Piet Mondrian.

The transparent materials of the gift reflect the three main 

features – openness, transparency and communicative side of 

the Dutch character.

The souvenir as a whole represents a learning process about 

Dutch culture and people. The process of research and creation 

of the gift formed a solid base for understanding  the national 

identity and the expression of it in the design of the Dutch 

embassy.
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Figure 11
Dutch gift

Figure 12
Dutch gift
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Figure 13
Dutch embassy in Berlin by OMA

DUTCH IDENTITY IN ARCHITECTURE

In 1991 the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the Netherlands decided 

to promote national architecture abroad. All over the world new 

embassies were realized by prominent Dutch architects.

The buildings not only marked the highly original outcome of 

Dutch architecture, but represented the modern approach of 

Dutch diplomacy as well.21

In order to understand the identity that the Netherlands wishes 

to express some of the recently built Dutch embassies such as: 

embassy in Berlin by OMA, embassy in Maputo Mozambique 

by KAAN and embassy in  Addis Ababa, Ethiopia by Dick Van 

Gameren, Bjarne Mastenbroek are taken for closer overview.

The Dutch approach can be characterized by the careful 

consideration of the context where the new embassy is 

constructed. In Addis Abeba the embassy building was 

constructed from rough red concrete that resembles traditional 

Ethiopian churches carved from the rock. The simplicity of 

the shape, functional planning of the inner structure and 

consideration of the local context and culture shows truly Dutch 

approach in the project.

In the embassy in Mozambique the approach of respectful 

dealing with the context is clearly visible also. The building 

is placed lightly and thoroughly into the urban fabric. The 

organization of the inner space is simple and logical and 

traditional motives from Portuguese colonial architecture are 

applied in the facades. In this project local materials and local 

labour was used that shows Dutch practical and economical 

features. Fully glazed façades along the spacious inner yard 

allows big amounts of soft daylight to penetrate into the building. 

That creates a feeling of light and air in the interiors.22

The Dutch embassy in Berlin is different from the other two 

because it was built by a star architect and it represents not 

only the country but the architect himself. Although it can be 

concluded that the main instruments for the expression of the 

Dutch identity here was simplicity of the cube shape, logical 

sequence and planning of the inside space and a play with 

openness and transparency in the façade organisation. Glass 

and perforated aluminium were applied in different manners 

to create different angles of transparency. To some extent the 

building cooperates with the existing context emphasizing the 

important city views and projecting the complexity of the urban 

context into the hybrid trajectory inside the embassy.

All three buildings show the expression of Dutch simplicity and 

directness through strict simple shapes and logical inner space 

organization. These examples show how the national Dutch 

characteristics of clarity, modernity, openness and transparency 

can be embodied in architecture.

Figure 15
Dutch embassy in Mozambique

Figure 14
Dutch embassy in Ethiopia

21. “MISSION STATEMENTS. The Architecture of Dutch Diplomacy.” Urban         
       eye. Accessed June 21, 2015. 
http://urbaneye.ro/en/films/arhitectura-diplomatiei-olandeze/
22. Van Cleef, Connie. “Dutch courage.” The architectural review, 
November  2004, 76-79. http://www.archello.com/sites/default/files/
related/attachment/2004_137_netherlands-embassy-maputo_architectural-
review_11_pp76-81.pdf
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DESIGNING THE EMBASSY

      4. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT

      5. DESIGN
        

      6.BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
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Figure 16
Dutch embassy in Oslo

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT

NORWAY-NETHERLANDS RELATIONS

Norway and the Netherlands have a long rich history of 

relationships and cooperation. Besides the close and positive 

ties within politics, economics, defence and culture the central 

axes of the relationship was trading and shipping for several 

hundred years which now is continuing and improving. The 

Netherlands remains the important trading partner of Norway. 

Products and goods such as chemical and engineering products, 

metals, food, seafood and raw materials are exported both ways. 

Many Norwegian companies are located in the Netherlands 

and Dutch entrepreneurs are attracted to do their business in 

Norway. Today the main focus lays on the promotion of these 

economic relationships and enhance the Dutch business sector 

in Norway. “The main thrust of the reforms is to promote Dutch 

interests, with special focus on economic diplomacy.”23

23. “Reforming diplomacy: clear choices, new emphases”. Government of the 
Netherlands. Accessed May 14, 2015.
http://www.government.nl/ministries/bz/about-the-ministry/mis-
sions-abroad/reforming-diplomacy-clear-choices-new-emphases

CURRENT EMBASSY IN OSLO

BUILDING

The current embassy in Oslo is located in a former private villa 

of Italian Renaissance style in the old green residential area for 

middle class. The area is an official embassy district full with 

diplomatic missions of different countries and located nearby 

the Royal palace.

Due to the fact that the embassy is placed in a building with 

initially another function, the expression of the Dutch identity 

is lacking and the Netherlands embassy is mixed with other 

embassies in the district. The building does not meet the 

requirements of the modernization of the embassy system and 

the expression of the image of the Netherlands.  In order to 

meet new representational goals, a clear and positive image 

of the country and modernization of diplomacy the Ministry of 

Foreign affairs is considering the implementation of the new 

embassy building in Oslo. 
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MISSION

The embassy serves about 10 000 Dutch people living in Oslo. 

Besides providing the usual services, such as help with the 

passports and visas, the embassy deals with Dutch prisoners in 

Oslo, to make sure that they are being treated in a legal way and 

grand they defence support. Another important sector of the 

Dutch embassy is helping start-up companies to establish their 

business in Norway.

The residence of the ambassador is located in another part 

of the city and provides the main representational space for 

receptions.

The representation spaces of the embassy and the ambassador’s 

residence are often used by Dutch companies for meetings, 

informal dinners and business events. The embassy promotes 

this cooperation and often gets involved into promotion the 

business.

The expansion of the business sector and the goal to attract 

Dutch entrepreneurs to start their companies in Norway, 

improve the accessibility of the embassy and promote the 

Dutch national identity in Oslo. This results into the necessity of 

seeking better location for the new embassy.  

Figure 16
Location of existing Dutch embassy and 
ambassadors’ residence  in Oslo
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Figure 17
New location for Dutch embassy in Oslo

NEW LOCATION

When looking for the a location several determinant factors 

were established: visibility, accessibility and interaction with 

the city. As was told on the talk in the embassy in Oslo the big 

importance in the everyday working life of the embassy is the 

interaction with other embassies and the convenience to be 

close to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, city centre and the City 

hall. Considering these demands and keeping in mind plans for 

the Modernisation of diplomacy in making the embassy more 

open for public and be involved within the city life the choice of 

location was the area of Aker Brygge. 

This location contributes to all the demands of the embassy. It 

is located in the walking distance from the main governmental, 

cultural and public areas of the city. The Ministry of Foreign 

affairs is within a 5 minute walk from the location. The city centre 

with the City hall and the Royal Palace are reachable by walk too. 

The official embassy zone of Oslo is adjacent to the Aker Brygge 

which makes the cooperation with other diplomatic missions 

easy. 

The developing plans of the city propose cultural axes that 

includes the construction of the New National museum that 

make the area part of the cultural life of the city.

The location is perfectly suitable from the point of the transport 

accessibility. It can be reached in a few minutes by tram and 

Figure 18
Accessibility Figure 19

Transport connections
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busses from the central station and the stops are located directly 

in the area. Along the Aker Brygge rides the main city road that 

satisfies factors of accessibility and visibility at the same time.  

The south part the area opens to the waterfront with the main 

stops of the water transport. This location provides perfect 

accessibility and connections to the main knots of the city.

The certain status and the atmosphere of the area were 

determinative factors that enhance the high diplomatic 

status of the embassy, contribute the will of being part of the 

hosting country and create the image of openness and will for 

cooperation with the hosting country. From Radhusplassen, 

to Nationaltheatre, Tjuvholmen, to Skillebekk, to Oslo fjord all 

roads lead to Aker Brygge transforming it into a new centre of 

the city and no longer a quarter on the edge.

Figure 20
Surroundings of the area

New National museum

Aker Brygge area

Roads around Aker Brygge
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AKER BRYGGE

HISTORY

The Aker Brygge area is a leading business and commercial 

centre of Oslo. It is located on the former shipyard territory. 

In 1854 the ship building company Akers Mekaniske Verksted 

moved to Holmen (today Aker Brygge area) and focused on ship 

buildings.24  It consisted of several workshop buildings and was 

the main shipyard of the city. 

The north part of Aker Brygge was facing  the train station that 

was the main transportation knot for the goods between the 

waterfront and the city.

In the 1930-s  the road that was going through the area was 

moved and separated the station and the workshops area 

forming the curved egde of the area where the main entrance – 

the Gate was established.

Later the train station was closed and the structure of the area 

remained the same till end of 90s.

The ship building company was closed in 1982 and the area 

turned into a modern residential, office and commercial 

complex: Aker Brygge . The development of the area started 

in the 80s and was implemented in four stages during which 

several workshops were demolished and few major ones were 

transformed into residential, office buildings and shoppind 

centres.

The train station was not necessary at this location anymore and 

was closed, but the road remained at the same location until 

the future redevelopment plans proposed the creation of the 

pedestrian area around Aker Brygge. The space of the former 

station now provides the land for the construction of the New 

National Museun of Oslo.

.

24. “Aker’s history”. Aker Asa. Accessed July 5, 2015.
https://eng.akerasa.com/This-is-Aker/History

Figure 21
Aker Brygge in 1982

Figure 22
Aker Brygge in 1986

Figure 23
Map of Christiania 1917

Figure 24
Aker Brygge in  1947

Figure 25
Main entrance to Aker Brygge in  1841
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NEW DEVELOPMENT

Today the area is in the process of the next stage of 

redevelopment that was designed by Space group architects, 

who turned the area into typology that is renowned both on 

national level and internationally. The area was established 

as the most attractive office address in Oslo and many major 

business companies are located here.25

Through Aker Brygge the city got the new opening towards the 

sea and the area was transformed into unique urban element 

that combines various functions and offers many possibilities 

not only for commerce but for the culture and public events. 

The concept of the Space group architects focuses on the 

development of the public functions and zones of the area. 

Their proposal was to create a star-like sequence of the public 

spaces that have the common core – the place of activity and 

public interaction and by the 5 fingers connects the heart of the 

area with the city centre, embankment, cultural axis and main 

transport artery of the city.

This network of the public spaces brings the unique identity 

to the area giving it life, movement, activity and opens it to the 

public.  

As the area with a rich historical past some of the former 

industrial workshop buildings were preserved and transformed 

into business and commercial centres with unique industrial 

atmosphere. Besides the commercial functions Aker Brygge 

contains residential buildings, cultural and entertainment units 

and vast amount of public spaces. 

Space Group explain their concept as power to the people: 

The Aker Brygge Star consists of 5 directions:

-The Urban forest (Holmen gate) - a protected street 

  with shops, offices, local services - strengthens the 

  continuity of the present context, from center to the 

  new developing areas.

-Bryggetorget (square) becomes the intersection between Aker 

Brygge , Tjuvholmen and Filipstad, defining itself with a strong 

identity, designed to hold events and daily activities.

-The new ‘pier’ (fjordalleen) - as leisurely as it gets - introduces a 

new closeness to the water, reinforcing the experience of Oslo 

as the ‘Fjord City’.

-Clean-cut restructures the public flow and revitalizes the 

shopping culture, transversing corporate lobbies, vertical light 

shafts, and outdoor patios.

-North gate (Sjøgata) - reopening the bridge on Munkedamsveien 

25. Spacegroup architects. Aker Brygge masterplan.
       http://www.spacegroup.no/projects/aker_brygge_masterplan/more

Figure 26
Aker Brygge masterplan by Space group
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liberates a connection to the a large population stimulating Aker 

Brygge’s north front. 

Upon the convergence of these 5 conditions, each unique in 

program and spatial articulation, a new public space is created - 

a destination in itself, repositioning the center of gravity of Aker 

Brygge.

Aker Brygge’s future will be defined by transparency, congruency, 

synergy, openness, and connectivity.26

Vibrant streets and rich diversity of public zones are accomplished 

by the location of cafes, restaurants and galleries on the street 

level.  The main concentration of the public activities are placed 

along the Holmens Gate – the street that connects the area to 

the new developing part and Fjordaleen that connects the area 

with the waterfront and along the waterfront itself.

Akker Brygges waterfront is a big attraction and the new 

development proposes to create an important promenade from 

it that will provide the better connection of the area with water. 

The formation of new office spaces makes the area attractive to 

the big variety of companies to establish their business. Most 

of the buildings in the area combine residential functions and 

office spaces. 

Also the area hosts spaces for art exhibitions and cultural 

events.

Today the area hosts 27 art works from different artists and 

landscape architects. These art pieces are spread through 

the area and do not get the attention because of the random 

positioning. In order to give the adequate attention to the 

artistic works and give the area strong cultural accent the 

Space group architects design an art gallery that will host all the 

works and become the cultural centre of the Aker Brygge. The 

underlying stretch has a potential in the future to become the 

area’s cultural axis.

The unique combination of variety in functions, spacious public 

spaces and culture events with combination of area’s proud 

industrial history and contemporary architecture attracts big 

amounts of people - 12 millions of both tourists and locals visit 

Aker Brygge annually. Positioning new embassy in this area 

contributes to all established important aspects – visibility, 

accessibility and and makes the new embassy truly integrated 

into the system of the city life.

26. Spacegroup architects. Aker Brygge masterplan.
       http://www.spacegroup.no/projects/aker_brygge_masterplan/more

Figure 27 - 31
Aker Brygge
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PLOT ANALYSIS

The plot for the new embassy is located between the Gate, 

the former entrance to the Aker workshops area, and the 

New national museum (by KLAUS SCHUWERK, KLEIHUES + 

SCHUWERK Architects).  Construction of the museum should be 

completed in 2018.  

TRAFFIC

The north-west side of the plot is bordered by the main city road 

of Oslo. This road connects the pot with the city center and the 

main international arteries, providing comfortable transport 

accessibility.

The crossroads contain vast transport activities distributing 

the transport flows in different levels and directions. One of 

the roads, that connect the city centre with the international 

highway (E18), goes down behind the National museum and 

continues in the underground tunnel under the plot. Because 

of this the part of the plot is not suitable for the construction 

of heavy structures. Between the plot and the museum runs a 

tram line that provides connection to the city centre. This road 

also provides car access to the shopping mall at the waterfront. 

According to the new development plan of the area this road 

has low traffic activity and will be mainly used by pedestrians 

and bike users. 

The new sustainable development plan of Oslo proposes the 

formation of biking routes to reduce the car usage. The biking 

route runs between the museum and the plot and continues 

along the main city road on the north-west side of the Aker 

Brygge. Due to the fact that bikes are actively used in the 

Netherlands the accessibility by bike is an essential factor for 

the positioning of the Dutch embassy.  

FUNCTIONS

The plot of the embassy is surrounded by buildings of various 

functions. Across the main road a hotel is located, residential 

buildings and the shopping mall facing the new national 

museum. The part of Aker Brygge, that is adjacent to the plot, 

is separated by the old fence with the historical old Gate – the 

former main entrance to the area. On the north side of the 

entrance industrial heritage is located, a former workshop 

which was transformed into the stand-up comedy stage with 

other public functions such as café and terraces. Across the 

street stands another former workshop that was redeveloped 

by Space group architects into the office spaces and shopping 

activities on the ground level. The corner of Aker Brygge, facing 

the waterfront, is formed by the 7 floor shopping mall with office 

spaces that were renovated recently and became a part of the 

Clean Cut of the Space Group concept. The ground floor of the 

area consists of various public functions like cafes, restaurants, 

TRAFFIC CONNECTIONS

BICYCLE 
TRAM 
CAR
THE PLOT

FUNCTIONAL SCHEME

THE PLOT 

RESIDENTIAL

OFFICES

HOTEL

SHOPPING

CULTURAL
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shops, galleries, exhibitions, etc. The spaces above are mainly 

occupied by offices and residential facilities.

PUBLIC SPACES OF THE AREA

A public zone at Holmegate Street creates an opening towards 

the new development areas, reinventing the lost purpose of the 

gate as the main entrance to Aker Brygge.  

Holmesgate street connects the gates with the heart of the Aker 

Brygge area – Bryggetroget, which makes it an essential artery 

between the plot and the area.

The space in front of the gates is connected with the square 

on the corner that belongs to the shopping mall and contains 

different recreational areas. The square becomes an actively 

used public space where people can relax after shopping or just 

spend their free time enjoying the atmosphere.  

VIEWS

The new location for the embassy on this plot is very beneficial 

from the point of visibility. The location on the crossroad of the 

main city arteries provides an overview of the plot from different 

sides along the road while approaching the spot. From the 

side of the waterfront the plot is observed through the space 

between the new national museum and the shopping mall. The 

opening between the buildings corresponds to the human view 

angle.

ENTRANCES TO THE AREA

The principle of the entrances in the area was redeveloped by 

the Space group. Before, the entrances were mixed for different 

functions and were located on different sides of the buildings 

which was confusing for visitors of the area. Today, the entrances 

are organized along the main inner streets of the area and each 

function has its own entrance. This organisation allows the clear 

structure of the area and functions. 

The analysis of the main elevation line along the main road was 

showed that there are no entrances on the side of the street 

and that facades have an impression of closed separating wall. 

The road side remains the main transportation function while 

all pedestrian activities are carried out in the inner spaces of the 

area. This principle was taken as a base for the implementation 

of the Dutch embassy.

HEIGHT OF THE SURROUNDING BUILDINGS

The buildings of the area significantly differ in height.  Across 

the main road high massive buildings are prevaling. The average 

height of those buildings is 10 storeys and together with the 

massive volume of the New national museum it creates a lack 

of space and air around the area. The active traffic on the 

surrounding roads makes the area hectic and not pleasant to 

stay in. 

The buildings of Aker Brygge area differ in heights. The lowest 

PUBLIC ZONES VIEWS TO THE PLOT
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building – former workshop is facing the plot while the 7 storey 

shopping mall is pushed towards the waterfront and has the big 

open public space on the side of the plot. 

The area has a triangle shape that is complicated to deal with. 

Today, the area has no clear identity and atmosphere. It acts 

as a mediator between Aker Brygge, massive New National 

museum and the ruptured system of the buildings across the 

road. These aspects demand a creation of an element that will 

form the connection between these opposite urban elements 

and will act like a bonding element while having its own unique 

identity.

ENTRANCES IN THE AREA

ENTRANCE 
NO ENTRANCE 
THE PLOT 

HEIGHTS OF SURROUNDING BUILDINGS

HIGHLOW

MEDIATOR SPACE

LINKS
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DESIGN

MASS STUDY

Building the urban model and doing the careful analysis of the 

situation, by the observation of the surroundings, resulted into 

the investigation of important aspects of the area that became 

basic factors for the further design. 

Mass study was used to experiment with the possible shapes 

and sizes for the embassy.

The triangular shape of the plot and the grid of the surrounding 

roads suggested the formation of the cornered volume. The 

experiments with cornered shape showed that by closing the 

corner the area becomes blocked from the surrounding and 

relates to the Akker Brygge enhancing the tram line as the 

division between two territories. That was not contributing the 

main idea of the new intervention – the formation of connecting 

element between different areas that would be perceived as an 

independent urban element. 

The significant heights of the surroundings does not allow  the 

creation of the small volume for the new building, otherwise it 

would be lost and supressed by the existing which was proved 

by the mass study.  The desire to create a light footprint of the 

building, provides in visual connections and creates a transition 

through the ground level resulted into the structure with 

uplifted volumes.

The final result of the mass study turned into the volume that is 

formed by two separate parts connected by the corridor street. 

The problematic corner is left open towards the crossroad, 

revealing the view to the complex from the main road. The 

left volume follows the main lines of the area enhancing the 

linearity of the facades along the road on one side and following 

the smooth line of the Aker Brygge heritage fenced building on 

another side. The solid volume corresponds with the shapes of 

surrounding buildings.

The right volume of the complex creates the boarder for the 

public space in front of the gate. Visual connections are provided 

by uplifted parts of both volumes linking the inside space of the 

complex with surroundings.

The new mass is formed by strong clean shapes corresponding 

to the shapes of the context and considers the existing urban 
IMPRESSION RENDER
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situation of the area. The height of the mass reflects to the 

surrounding buildings. All these factors allow the adequate 

integration of the new mass. 

Though the complex seems consisting of different elements cut 

by the inner corridor street and the courtyard, it is perceived as 

a whole through the organization of the shapes (non ruptured 

volume around the courtyard), proportions, and sizes of the 

new volume.

The new volume is not competing with the massive surrounding 

urban elements, despite that the combination of shapes, sizes, 

proportions allows the adequate integration in the context and 

harmony in the perception.

MASS STUDIES. MODEL
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URBAN CONCEPT

The idea of the urban concept is to provide the link with Aker 

Brygge and expand its strategy enhancing the historical value 

and the unique atmosphere of the place.

According to the new sustainable development plan of Oslo, the 

main focus falls on the preservation and development of the 

open areas and public spaces in the city, expanding the green 

territories.

The focus point is to integrate the embassy into the urban 

tissue, make it open and attractive to the public; promote 

the interaction and communication between the diplomatic 

building and the city. The urban strategy brings first steps in 

the goal of avoiding the image of foreingness of the embassy in 

the city, changing the perception from the alien object into the 

space that attracts people and promotes a positive image of the 

Netherlands in Norway.

The new public areas around and in the embassy complex will 

support and continue the star-shape public space developed by 

Space group. The new embassy complex will create a sequence 

of interconnected public spaces and penetrating streets that 

become a part of the network of public spaces of the area. 

NEW PUBLIC ZONES

In order to unload the density and give the area more relaxed 

and welcoming feeling, the space in front of the plot will be left 

unbuilt and form a new urban square connected to the new 

complex. This urban square is separated from the hectic road 

by the row of existing trees which also protect the biking route 

going along the plot.

The tunnel that runs underneath the proposed new square 

influenced formation of the open area dute to the fact that it does 

not allow the heavy construction above it. The tunnel creates a 

significant heights difference on the plot. The urban square is 

3 meters higher than the rest of the plot. This establishes the 

natural subdivision of the space between the level of traffic 

activity on the side of the road and the calm pedestrian area of 

the Aker Brygge that is connected to the waterfront.

Another focus point was to emphasize the beauty of the 

industrial history of the place, bring the attention to the industrial 

heritage buildings of the area. For that reason a wide pedestrian 

promenade with public recreational functions is created along 

the old fence with workshop building. The recreational function 

of the promenade gives visitors the opportunity to not just pass 

by without looking around but take a break, relax and enjoy the 

beauty of the historical surroundings. The promenade not only 

brings the respectful attention and appreciation of the industrial 
MASTERPLAN NEW PUBLIC ZONES
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history of the area but also provides the link between public 

spaces around the complex.

Inside the complex addditional public space - the courtyard 

is created. It becomes another element in the network of the 

public spaces around the complex and is connected with the 

promenade. 

The surrounding public zones of the embassy are interconnected 

by the inner corridore street that runs through the complex. 

This street becomes a main transition artery of the complex 

that integrates the complex into the network of the surrounding 

public spaces. 

Shape formation

Formation of the shape is based on the context of the 

surroundings. The main mass is formed by the urban square, 

promenade and the public zone at the Gate. It creates a 

boarder for the existing public space forming a clear edge for 

the different public zones.

The main volume is broke in two parts by the inner street that 

provides connection of the complex with the surrounding public 

spaces and opens the problematic corner towards the city. 

The embassy complex consists of two main volumes - the 

main embassy volume on the side of the main road and the 

rectangular volume which will host offices for rent.

The inner courtyard is created inside the embassy volume which 

brings daylight to the inner spaces and forms another public 

zone in the network. The lower part of the building is pushed 

towards the center that forms an entrance to the courtyard and 

creates public space in front of the building.

Parts of each volume are uplifted in order to provide visual 

connections and light footpring of the building. The platforms 

under the uplifted volumes are used as main ebtrance to the 

buildings.

SHAPE FORMATION

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3 Step 4
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VISUAL CONNECTIONS

Besides the physical connections the complex provides the 

visual links between the surroundings and inner areas. 

The uplifted volumes of the office building and the residence 

open views to the inner street and the courtyard of the building 

which contributes to the idea of the openness and transparency 

of the Dutch identity. From the side of the Gate the office 

building does not separate the complex by the closed façade 

but provides the visual connection to the inner street of the 

complex and by this it does not cut it from the surroundings. 

An open space of the office building provides the visual 

connection to the both directions from the shopping square 

towards the Inner Street and back. This interconnection allows 

the gentle distinguishing of different urban elements while at 

the same time not blocking them from each other. 

The open space underneath the residence volume creates 

the light footprint of the complex, opens the view to the inner 

courtyard and creates an inviting gesture to explore the complex 

from the inside. 

The combination of the physical and visual connections of the 

complex and the spaces around it creates good accessibility, 

visibility of the building and integrates it to the network of the 

surrounding public spaces of the area.

VISUAL CONNECTIONS
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STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLEX

Modernization of diplomacy, the intention to make the embassy 

more open to public, promotion of cooperation with the hosting 

country served as a catalyst for the development of the new 

embassy concept.

The new embassy complex is not just an embassy office itself but 

it includes variety of functions creating an active urban element.

The program of the complex consists of:

- embassy offices with modernized working areas  and 

the public area for visas and passports 

- offices for startups

The Netherlands government promots the Dutch business 

sector in Norway. It demands new platforms for newly 

developing business that can be supported by the embassy 

directly. For that reason the area for startup offices is included 

in the building with the direct access to the embassy.

- residence of the ambassador

The ambassador spends most of the time at the office in the 

embassy and formal meetings and events are organized in the 

representational part of the residence. Therefore it is convenient 

to combine working and living place for the ambassador at the 

same location.

- large public spaces

FUNCTIONAL SCHEME OF THE BUILDING FUNCTIONAL SCHEME AXONOMETRY
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LIBRARY

The library is accessed through the inner courtyard and has 

several entrances that can be used differently depending on 

the time of the year. In the winter period the middle entrance 

becomes the main one and all flow are arranged through it. 

During the summer all doors can be open towards the courtyard 

froming the outside reading hall. The library becomes an active 

public space that can be used as a study place for students, 

reading hall where locals can learn more about the Dutch life 

and culture or a meeting point and a place to spend leisure 

time. The organisation of the space promotes open and relaxing 

time spending. It consists of long comfortable sitting places 

along the facades facing the courtyard that creates the pleasant 

atmosphere inside with enough daylight and panoramic views 

to the outside. Continuous glazing façade makes the interior 

a part of the outside courtyard breaking the visual connection 

between the inside and the outside.

RESTAURANT

Two-storey restaurant volume is intended to bring the attention 

to the existing heritage building and accent its industrial beauty. 

The restaurant is formed along the fence of the Aker Brygge 

facing the façade of the old workshop building.     

The shape of the restaurant reduces towards the upper corner 

One of the main focus points is to make the embassy attractive 

and open to the public. Large public spaces (restaurant and 

library/public  hall) with easy access are located on the ground 

level.

PUBLIC SPACES

Public spaces play important role in the design of the new 

embassy as they contribute to the idea of integrating the 

building into the city and creating a welcoming image of the 

embassy. Therefore the ground floor level is designed as a large 

public area with easy access.  

The site has a significant difference of 3 meters in height. This 

feature of the topography was used in order to distinguish the 

functions and separate the routing flows of people. All public 

areas are located on the lowest level and its main entrance 

faces the Aker Brygge area that provides. The position of the 

public zones provides a link with the typology of Aker Brygge 

where all public functions are located on the ground floors of 

the buildings. Public zones of the embassy consist of public 

library that is formed around the inner courtyard and the two-

storey restaurant volume.

2
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the restaurant shape. This narrow entrance creates a feeling of 

transition from a narrow space towards the open space full of 

light and air. 

The courtyard is exposed to eyes of the visitors from the main 

entrance platform. It gives an overview of the whole structure 

of the complex and creates welcoming gesture to explore and 

become a part of the diplomatic building.

EMBASSY 

The embassy part of the complex consists of several functions. It 

is a complicated structure that combines public zones, working 

zones and highly secured areas where visitors are not allowed. 

Today in the Netherlands embassy in Oslo work 12-14 people 

and it serves 10000 dutch people living in Norway. The 

modernization of diplomacy promotes the creation of the open 

working offices for the employees of the embassy and the view 

into the working process.

Besides the working areas embassy has representational 

spaces for the formal meetings and events and a chancellery - 

important public part for working with visas and passports.

forming a space for the main entrance to the courtyard and the 

outside terrace. This shape shift creates a welcoming gesture 

towards the inner courtyard inviting people to explore the heart 

of the complex.

The organization of the outside terrace and the inner space 

of the restaurant where all sits are located towards the Aker 

Brygge suggests exploring and appreciation of the industrial 

past of the area. The restaurant becomes a stop point where 

the visitors can enjoy the beauty of the industrial past of the 

area. The restaurant has a second entrance from the side of the 

courtyard that makes is accessible both for the people passing 

by and for the visitors of the library. 

COURTYARD

The courtyard is a core of the complex that interconnects all 

public activities and becomes another public space in the 

sequence of the public spaces of the area.  On the ground level 

the courtyard has multifunctional purposes, it may be used as 

recreational space in summer with terraces and places to sit 

and read, can be used as a place for the art expositions or 

installation, events , lectures, film screening and activities of 

youth groups. 

The entrance to the courtyard is organized on the side of the 

historical promenade through the corridor-like gap formed by 

1
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Office zone consists of the meeting room, public relations office, 

open space offices for attaches and their assistants and the main 

office of the Ambassador. The main office is directly connected 

to the open space offices. All working spaces are connected 

through the corridor along the façade and separated by the 

glass walls between each other which make the cooperation 

between employees easy and the working process more open. 

All working areas are located along the inner glazed façade which 

reveals the working process to the outside and can be visible 

from the courtyard which is one of the ideas in modernization 

of diplomacy.

The canteen for the employees is organized at the corner of 

the building around the stairs with the access from the waiting 

room. This organization creates an inevitable interaction of the 

employees and the visitors of the embassy that contributes to 

the goals of the modernization – being more open to the public.

On the right side from the waiting room is located highly secured 

part with archive, video conference room and storage. This part 

is separated by the door that helps to control the access of 

the visitors. The archive room is protected by the locked door 

that can be accessed only by the employees of the embassy.  

The corridor along this part connects the embassy zone to the 

representational area of the residence volume.

CHANCELLERY

The embassy part of the complex begins with the Chancellery 

volume which is located on the Urban square level with the 

direct access from the main entrance platform. To represent 

its public function the Chancellery is designed in a completely 

glazed rectangular volume that is extruded towards the square 

emphasizing the openness and public activity of the zone.

The main entrance to the embassy is organized through 

the chancellery volume where it separates into two flows at 

the reception desk. At the right there is an entrance to the 

chancellery itself where visitors arrive to the spacious waiting 

room full of light.

EMBASSY OFFICES

The entrance to the main embassy area is arranged through 

the door on the left side from the reception. After the check 

on the reception the visitors and the employees can proceed 

to the corridor with the wide glazed stairs that lead to the main 

embassy offices on the second floor.

The stairs end up on the second floor at the waiting lobby of the 

embassy where the employees and the visitors are separated. 

The main offices are located on the left side from the waiting 

zone along the corridore. The door separates it from the public 

zone and controls the access of the visitors. 
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STARTUP OFFICES

The offices for start-ups are planned as a part of the embassy 

complex. They are located right above the embassy floor. The 

start-ups floor hosts five office rooms of different sizes and 

purposes. Therefore companies of various types and activities 

can find the suitable space for rent.

As in the embassy part the offices are exposed towards the 

courtyard which makes the working process open and visible.

The main entrance is located on the side of the historical 

promenade at the public space level and has the direct vertical 

connection with the embassy. The position of the entrance at the 

public level contributes the visibility of young Dutch companies 

by the visitors and promotion of the Dutch business sector as 

a whole.

1

THIRD FLOOR  +10.50
M 1: 200

1. LIVING ROOM

2. KITCHEN

3. OFFICE

4. CANTINE

5. WAITING LOBBY

6. MEETING ROOM

7. OFFICES

2

3

4

6

5

7

7

7

7
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RESIDENCE

The residence of the ambassador is the part of the embassy 

complex and is located in uplifted volume. 

The first floor of the residence is a representational space that 

can be used for the formal diplomatic meetings and wide variety 

of public events of the embassy. It also can be used by the 

representatives of the Dutch business sector for organization 

business meetings and presentations in order to establish and 

promote economic relations. Due to the fact that embassy 

encourages different kind of activities in their representational 

space, the area is often in use. 

The second and third floors of the residence are private living 

areas. They have no open connections with the rest of the 

complex and can be accessed only by the ambassador and the 

family members. The second floor consists of the big living room 

that is opened towards the courtyard and the kitchen with the 

dining room.

From the second floor the round stairs lead to the most private 

part of the residence -  third floor. It consists of ambassadors 

bedroom, two bedrooms for children and one guest bedroom. 

Each bedroom has own sanitary unit with bath or shower. The 

rest of the floor forms a recreational area with the inside garden. 

The inclined roof of the top floor provides enough daylight for 

the green garden, creates the feeling of being under the open 

sky and reflecting the outside provides privacy on the inside.

1

THIRD FLOOR  +14.00
M 1: 200

1. RECREATIONAL SPACE

2. MASTER BEDROOM

3. CHILDREN BEDROOM

4. GUEST BEDROOM

2
33

4
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ENTRANCES AND CIRCULATION

THE CORRIDORE STREET

The complex can be approached from two opposite sides – 

from the inner part of Aker Brugge area on one hand and from 

the Street level on another side.

The corridor street provides the smooth transition between two 

different levels and atmospheres of the public spaces around 

the complex. From the lower level of Aker Brygge it gradually 

rises towards the Urban square level making a gentle turn. This 

street leads the visitors towards the main entrance group of 

the complex – the corner square that is open towards the city 

and establishes the unique recognizable entrance space for the 

embassy and the residence.

When approaching the building from the side of the main road 

visitors experience the different type of transition. The corridor 

street gently leads the visitors down from the hectic busy street 

level towards the calm pedestrian atmosphere of the inner area 

and suggests exploring the complex. 

The corner square is lowered from the urban street level 

emphasizing the difference between public spaces of active 

urban street and the complex. In this way visitors are led to take 

the stairs down entering the embassy territory.

There is no straight direct entrance to the complex. It is organized 

from the side of the building underneath the residence volume. 

The smooth staircase leads the visitors up on the platform that 

opens the view into the inner courtyard and where embassy 

and residence entrances are located. The indirect arrangement 

of the entrance and the way in which visitors are led by the 

corridor street creates a diplomatic gesture in approaching the 

building.

The organisation of the entrances through the inner street and 

the inner spaces of the building supports the principle in the 

akker Brygge area. This creates a difference in the atmospheres 

of the relaxing pedestrian space of the Aker Brygge area and 

the hectic road. 

CIRCULATION

The embassy complex is a complicated structure that combines 

variety of functions in the same building. In order to create 

the adequate and comfortable functioning of the building the 

entrances and circulation of different flows of people within the 

complex has to be arranged properly.

The main three functions were combined in the complex: public, 

working and living zones. 

The separation of the flows is organized through main entrances 

on the street level. All public zones have their own entrances and 

they are mostly organized through the main public area – inner 

courtyard. On the same level the main entrance to the start-up 

offices is located which allows the visibility and promotion of the 

MAIN ENTRANCES

CIRCULATION SCHEME AXONOMETRY
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new Dutch business in Norway.  Entrances to the embassy and 

the residence are organized through the platform on the level 

higher than public entrances. The entrances to the embassy 

and to the residence are separated to the opposite sides of the 

platform which allows more privacy for the residence part.

RESIDENCE ENTRANCE

The entrance to the residence is arranged separately and 

consists of the glazed stairs that are exposed to the outside 

and the elevator that provides direct vertical connection. The 

stairs provide the access to the residence through the embassy 

part at the side of Ambassadors office. This organization allows 

ambassador to have straight access to his working place both 

from the residence and the outside. The elevator provides the 

direct connection with the living unit for the family members 

that do not need the interaction with the office all the time.

FUNCTIONAL INTERCONNECTION

Despite that the functions of the complex are opposite they are 

interconnected and benefit from each other which make the 

complex act as the one unit. As it is important to separate the 

flows on the street level, inside the functions are interconnected 

and provide an easy access from one to another. 

The embassy as the main function of the complex has the 

connections with all functions of the building. It has a straight 

connection with the start-ups offices in order to monitor and 

support companies. From the embassy floor start-ups have the 

access to the representation part when organizing business 

meetings and events.

The straight connection between the embassy and the 

residence is necessary for the easy access of the ambassador to 

his working place and the straight connection from the embassy 

to the representation space. 

Therefore the embassy becomes the main connecting element 

between all functions of the complex.

SECURITY ISSUES

The combination of two opposite functions as living and working 

space is always challenging. In the case of embassy building it 

complicates by the safety and security requirements both in 

the inside structure and the entrance zones. These buildings 

have highly secure portions where diplomats and support staff 

are secure and protected and where the important documents 

are stored. While being open to the public, embassy has highly 

secured areas that are not accessible for everyone.

The archive with important documents is separated from the 

public zone of the embassy by the corridor enclosed with the 

door and the access to the room itself is arranged through the 

door with security lock. This room is accessible by the employees 

only. The working area of the employees is separated by the 

door as well and can be locked if necessary. 

The entrance to the chancellery and the embassy is controlled 

by the reception desk with the emergency alarm button. 

Besides the security of the embassy part itself the residence 

of the ambassador requires a good protection too. Raising 

the residence volume for one floor above the ground allows 

to protect the residence from the ground floor activities and 

undesirable penetration from the outside.

The entrance to the residence is separated from the others for 

the security issues. The entrance at the ground level and on the 

embassy floor has a secured lock and can be accessed by the 

ambassador or the members of the family only.FUNCTIONAL INTERCONNECTON

VISUAL CONNECTIONS
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MATERIALISATION

For the material expression of the complex were chosen two 

main materials – glass and brick. The actual embassy part with 

the start-up offices above are implemented in brick façade while 

all public zones and the residence are surrounded with glass.

The choice of the materials contributes to the expression of the 

national identity of the building. 

EMBASSY

Brick is a traditional Dutch building material and was chosen to 

emphasize the most Dutch part of the building – embassy offices. 

The embassy volume faces Aker Brygge area with industrial 

heritage buildings which are mostly finished with brick. Thus 

the brick façade of the embassy part besides enhancing the 

national identity provides the visual link with the surrounding 

context and integrates the complex to the environment. 

Embassy is not just an ordinary office building but it is a 

representation of the Netherlands in Norway and plays an 

important role in maintaining the international relations thus it 

possesses a certain power and authority in the hosting country. 

Brick is the national brand material and the pride of the 

Netherlands. Its monumental beauty and strong expression 

emphasizes the authority in the representation of the nation. 

The brick is cladded in a certain way where one brick is laid with 

its long side along façade and next one with its short side and 

the vertical rows are shifted in the chess order. This cladding 

allows creating a perforation and the relief in the brick wall. The 

perforation allows the daylight penetration into the interiors 

of the embassy and creates and image of a light transparent 

knitted façade that indicated the openness and not blocking the 

inside of the building from its environment.  At the most secured 

part of the embassy with the archive (where the interaction with 

the outside is not needed) and the slabs the perforation turns 

into the full cladding that forms a relief on the wall and does not 

allow the visual connection with the outside.

The ornament of the brick structure brings a unique atmosphere 

to the interiors of the embassy where visitors and employees 

can enjoy the play of light and shadow. The main corridors of 

the embassy offices and start-up offices are arranged along the 

brick walls. Big windows from top to bottom allow the maximum 

penetration of the day light and open the brick structure 

towards the interior. The daylight penetrating through the brick 

perforation changes the interior dynamics depending on the 

time of the day and the season. 

Although the brick is the traditional material it is not applied in 

the traditional way. The combination of the perforated ornament 

and the relief parts created a dynamic façade expression.

SOUTH FACADE

M 1: 200
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CHANCELLERY

The most public part of the embassy – chancellery is completely 

surrounded by the glass façade. The transparency of the outer 

skin shows the process of the inside and creates a welcoming 

gesture for the visitors. Almost all inner walls are transparent 

which reveals all the working process and makes it accessible 

and more understandable for the public.  

RESIDENCE

The complex makes the transition in the material expression 

from Aker Brygge towards the city centre transforming from 

the brick into the glass residential volume. This emphasises 

the transition from historical area towards the new developing 

zones.

The idea of the materialization of the residential volume was to 

create a feeling of complete transparency and openness and 

at the same time provide the privacy of the inside space. THe 

privacy was assured by the uplifted volume and the double skin 

glazed façade that creates an extra skin layer and reflects the 

surroundings. 

The principle of everyday life in the Netherlands where the 

residential houses have big windows without curtains and 

people’s lives are characterized by openness and transparency 

was transformed into the expression of residence part of 

the embassy. It creates an impression that the residence is 

completely open to the outside world and there are no secrets 

that Dutch people need to hide. 

From the side of the main road the residence has a double skin 

façade where the outer skin remains closed and is supported 

by spider connections. This together with the dynamic brick 

façade of the embassy creates an expression of an active urban 

element.

NORTH-WEST FACADE

M 1: 200
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COURTYARD

The courtyard is the core element of the whole complex where 

all functions come together. The embassy, residence and public 

functions of the complex are united by the continuous glazed 

façade that enhances the interdependency of the functions 

inside. In order to give feeling of space, light and air the whole 

façade of the courtyard is made out of glass. Besides that the 

transparency of the glass opens up the view to the inside of the 

building and reveals the working process of the embassy. 

A special double skin façade system with openable outer skin 

layer is applied in the courtyard façade. This outer skin provides 

ventilation of the building and can be opened and closed 

depending on the needs of the inner space. This brings another 

aesthetical feature to the courtyard façade. The position of the 

casements and the angle of view transforms the perception of 

the courtyard space. It may appear smooth and reflecting when 

closed or transparent and edgy when open.

This operatable façade and the glazed staircases that reveal the 

main circulation make the courtyard a dynamic element of the 

complex.

SECTION 2-2

M 1: 200

+ 14.40
   FOURTH FLOOR - RESIDENCE

+ 10.90
   THIRD FLOOR - RESIDENCE

+ 7.40
   SECOND FLOOR - REPRESENTATION SPACE

+ 3.50
   FIRST FLOOR

+ 17.90
  RESIDENCE ROOF

+ 1.80
   PLATFORM

- 2.10
   PARKING 
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PUBLIC AREAS

Facades of the public areas of the embassy (library and the 

restaurant) are made from glass in order to provide openness 

and transparency of the functions. This promotes the attraction 

of people to the area and provides the visibility from different 

angles. The restaurant can be observed both from the historical 

promenade and from the main entrance platform of the 

embassy. Its fully glazed façade allows see the inside of the 

building and provides the visitors with the panoramic view 

towards the industrial heritage of Aker Brygge from the one side 

and to the courtyard from another side.

The fully glazed facade on the ground level allows adequate 

daylight penetration to the inside and breaks the visual boarder 

between the inside and the outside.

In the night the whole building turns into a light spot with 

different light expressions – continuous in the residence and 

public zones and with knitted ornament at the embassy part.

SECTION 1-1

M 1: 200

+ 14.00
   EMBASSY ROOF

+ 10.50
   THIRD FLOOR - START-UPS

+ 7.00
   SECOND FLOOR - EMBASSY

+ 3.50
   FIRST FLOOR

+ 0.00
   GROUND FLOOR

+ 17.90
  RESIDENCE ROOF

+ 1.80
   PLATFORM

- 2.10
   PARKING 

+ 0.70
   BIKE PARKING 
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IMPRESSION RENDER. INTERIOR.IMPRESSION RENDER
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BUILDING TECHNOLOGY

NORWEGIAN CLIMATE

Due to its northern position and location near the water Norway 

is often considered as a cold wet country. Norwegian climate 

shows different variations along the country. As the project is 

designed in Oslo, the specifics of the climate of that part of the 

country are considered.

There is clear distinction between the seasons. Winter is 

characterized by cold temperatures that can drop till -30C and 

lower and short amount of daylight hours. During the winter the 

sunrise is around 9 in the morning and it becomes dark around 

16 in the afternoon. 

The summer in Oslo lasts from June till August and is 

characterized by long light days and warm temperatures. The 

average temperature is about + 22C and can rise up to +30C 

and the day light last for about 12 hours.27 

ORIENTATION

The embassy complex is positioned 45⁰ to the North. This 

orientation of the building provides each façade with good 

day ligt access and helps to avoid facing any of them straight 

to the North. The inner courtyard creates the additional façade 

for the each part of the building that creates more surfaces for 

the access of the natural light. By these means each part of the 

complex has three main facades that are oriented towards East, 

West or South and never straight to the North.

27. “THe climate of Norway”. Meteorologisk Institutt. Accessed July 5, 2015.

http://met.no/English/Climate_in_Norway/ 

FACADE SYSTEM SCHEME

EMBASSY PART

RESIDENCE PART
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FACADE SYSTEM

The specifics of the local climate raised a necessity to use the 

specific façade system that would allow more efficient usage 

of energy, prevent heat loses during the cold winter, provide 

sufficient ventilation during the summer and allow as much 

natural light penetration as possible to reduce the energy 

consumption.

There are four types of façade systems used in the building that 

are interconnected with each other and work as one mechanism.

The simplest system of a fully glazed insulated curtain wall 

is used in the public zones which provide the areas with the 

maximum daylight penetration.

The embassy volume and the residence are enclosed with the 

double skin façade of different types.

BRICK FACADE

The external façade of the embassy part consists of two layers. 

Inner layer is the insulated double glazed curtain wall with 

openabale ventilation window parts. The outer layer is the 

perforated brick wall. Due to the fact that the most part of the 

embassy is facing South the outer skin provides the natural 

shading of the interior and acts as a thermal mass collecting 

the solar energy during the day preventing the inner layer from 

overheat in summer and rapid loss of the heat in winter. 

COURTYARD FACADE

The reference for the façade around the courtyard was the 

façade system in the Administration Building in Kronberg by 

Schneider+Schumacher architects which was taken as a base 

system and reconsidered for the embassy design.28

The system is a double-skin façade with a storey-height box-

type window that consists of two layers of glazed elements. The 

outer layer is a 12 mm safety glass that prevents the heat losses 

through the façade during the winter periods. The outer layer 

can be opened to provide the natural ventilation of the building 

and to avoid overheating through the insolation.  The inner layer 

of the façade is an insulating double glazed element with and 

openable section for the ventilation purposes. The intermediate 

space between the skins of the façade hosts aluminium sun 

blinds that are hidden behind the cassette and protected by the 

outer layer of façade. 

The operation of the outer skin of the façade and sun shading is 

controlled by the computer and depending on the temperature 

and condition of the inside space the glazed elements will be 

open or closed. The inner layer is operated manually. Users can 

28. In Detail. Building skins. Edited Christian Schittich. (Switzerland: 
Publishers for Architecture, 2006), 150-157.

COURTYARD FACADE

RESIDENCE FACADE BRICK CLADDING
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also operate manually the outer skin and the sun shading but 

if the wrong decision is made the computer reacts accordingly. 

The external façade of the residence volume has similar system 

to the courtyard façade with a few adjustments. Due to the 

fact that it is facing the busy road and the level of the noise is 

different from the one in the courtyard the certain level of noise 

protection was necessary. For that reason the outer skin of the 

façade is fixed by the spider connections and cannot be open 

which creates the glass surface reflecting the noise waves. Each 

storey-height element of the outer layer has a continuous air-

intake and extract slits to ensure the natural ventilation through 

the façade.

Developed façade system of the complex provides the efficient 

use of these components:

- Solar energy

- Natural light

- Natural ventilation

The three types of the double skin façade system act as one 

system providing the building with efficient natural cross 

ventilation. Big glazed surfaces maximize the natural light 

penetration to the interiors which reduces electricity usage. The 

thermall mass of the floors and the outer layer of facades collect 

the solar energy and reducing the heat losses which saves 

energy for heating the building.

Heating and cooling systems are arranged through water tubes 

laid in the floors which also act as a thermal mass. All the media 

networks and electricity services are installed in the plaster layer 

of the ceiling construction.

RAINWATER COLLECTION

For the operation of the heating and cooling system as well as 

for the WC flushing the collected rain water is used.

Rain water collection is arranged through the large green roof 

of the embassy volume. The storage tank and filter facilities are 

located in the technical zone under the main entrance square. 

After the water is collected and filtered it can be used for the 

technical facilities of the complex.

3D SECTION TECHNICAL SECTION

GSEducationalVersion

- Screed
- Microperforated membrane
- Screed with heating tubes
- Reinforced concrete
- plasterboard
- plaster

- grass
- two layers of 2mm waterproof membrane
- thermal insulation sealing layer
- vapour barrier
- Reinforced concrete
- plasterboard
- plaster

DETAIL 1DETAIL 2
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GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion

DETAIL 1

VERTICALSECTION 1

HORIZONTAL SECTION 1

DETAIL 2

VERTICALSECTION 2

GSEducationalVersion
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CONCLUSION

This Master thesis is intended to find answers and solutions for 

the research questions stated in the introduction: 

How to create a diplomatic building that is accessible and open to 

the public and express the national identity through architecture?  

Sub questions:

1. How to integrate a diplomatic building into the network of existing 

public spaces? 

2. How to implement a new design with respectful integration to the 

context?

Recently developed modernization of diplomacy proposes 

moving from the traditional image of the embassy with a flag, 

mission staff and highly protected from the outside world 

institution. The goal of modernization is to create an embassy 

that would be more open to the city and public, attractive for 

both citizens and locals. The existing embassy in Oslo does not 

correspond to the new requirements of modernization which 

created a necessity to design a new embassy complex. 

The combination of the opposite functions and requirements of 

highly secured parts of the embassy formed a certain difficulty 

in the design. The research on the diplomatic missions and 

buildings helped to understand how the embassy functions and 

what can be done in order to create a more open and positive 

structure. The embassy should not be seen and perceived by 

the locals as an alien object of foreign structure. The goal of 

this project was to create a structure appreciated by locals and 

citizens where both would feel welcome and invited, open for 

cooperation and communication with the hosting country and 

encouraging to explore international relationships between the 

Netherlands and Norway.

The engagement of the new complex with surrounding and 

paying attention to the context, its arrangement, atmosphere 

and circulation was crucial for avoiding the image of the embassy 

as a foreign object in the hosting country. The interconnection 

of public spaces, uniting them to the network of the public 

spaces of the area and bringing the public functions inside the 

building and around it integrates the new embassy building into 

the urban tissue. In this way the embassy is no longer a closed 

institution or an alien object to the surroundings. It becomes a 

part of the existing urban tissue with own unique identity.

Due to representational role of the embassy the expression 

of the national identity is an important aspect of the design. 

There is no clear definition for the Dutch identity and it can be 

seen differently. Although some main features like openness, 

transparency, directness, practicality are recognized as Dutch 

characteristics worldwide. 

The expression of the national identity through the language of 

architecture is not an easy task because there is no uniform way 

to do it and it can be read and perceived by different people 

differently. 

In the design of the Dutch embassy the national identity was 

mainly expressed through the shape, materials and spacial 

organization. The building is formed by strong simple shapes 

that reflect clarity and directness. The uplifted volumes together 

with visual and physical connections between the surroundings 

and the embassy structure create a feeling of transparency and 

openness. Logical and clear organization of the inside spaces 

reflects Dutch practicality and functional part of the character. 

Another contribution to the expression of national identity was 

the application of the glass façade. In the part of residence this 

light transparent material emphasizes the openness of the 

Dutch life and willing to have no secrets from the outside world. 

At the public zones it tends to show the will of communication 

with the environment and create the welcoming feeling.

Brick façade that was chosen for the most dutch part of the 

building – embassy offices provides a strong link with the Dutch 

identity of the building. Being a traditional built material of the 

Netherlands it is easily recognizable and reflects the pride of the 

country emphasizing the authority of the Dutch government.

The tools and methods used in this design are not universal and 

cannot be applied to the same extent in every other embassy 

building. Although they form the guidelines that can be used 

in other embassy designs with adjustments according to the 

specific location, context and requirements. 
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PERSONAL REFLECTION

The participation in this graduation studio was a great experience 

for me both on professional and personal levels. The subject of 

the studio caught my interest from the first sight because of the 

two aspects: sustainability and expression of national identity. 

The first part of the graduation studio that was called M3 gave 

me an opportunity to dig dipper into the subject of sustainability 

which is very important nowadays. I have researched 

Regionalism in the bond with sustainability and aesthetics from 

where I gained a lot of knowledge and new information that I 

could apply in my further design. 

For me as for the person with a non-Dutch nationality it was very 

interesting to look closer into the Dutch culture and national 

features. I have tried to define the most interesting and striking 

characteristics of this country and Dutch people. On one hand 

for me it seemed more difficult to design the expression of the 

identity than it would be for my Dutch groupmates because 

I don’t have the same roots and the inside knowledge of the 

country. On another hand I could combine my own perception 

of the Netherlands from the outside with the research of the 

identity from the inside of the country and express it in my 

design. 

The multifunctional typology of the embassy complex and high 

security requirements of diplomatic buildings formed another 

challenge in the design. It encouraged me to find new design 

solutions in order to fulfil the security demands while being 

open to the public and at the same time create the structure 

that functions as one mechanism combining living and working 

areas.

The M4 part of the graduation studio started with the visit to 

Oslo where we could get closer with the context for the design 

and choose the exact location. Besides the interesting program 

that was full with visits to famous architecture offices and 

important city locations this trip created frienly relationships 

within our graduation studio. Spending several days together 

helped us to make a bond and a good friendly connection both 

with group members and the tutors.

I would like to thank Maarten Willems, Faas Moonen and Jos 

Bosman for giving me the opportunity to participate in this 

studio and gain great personal and professional experience 

during the studies. Their positive attitude, motivation and 

professional advices helped me to go through this complicated 

process of graduation year and get the knowledge that I will use 

in my further career. 

I also would like to thank my group mates who were always 

friendly, open for discussions, communication and always ready 

to help.

Through participation in this project I acquired a lot of 

professional knowledge and experience and got to know many 

new interesting and talented people.
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